Roles of coal heterogeneity on evolution of coal permeability under unconstrained boundary conditions
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A B S T R A C T

Coal permeability models based on constrained conditions such as constant volume theory can successfully match unconstrained experimental data and field observations. However, these models have a boundary mismatch because the boundary of permeability models is constrained while experiment boundary is free displacement or unconstrained. What the mechanism is to require such a boundary mismatch has not been well understood. In this study, a full coupled approach was developed to explicitly simulate the interactions of coal matrixes and fractures. In this model, a matrix-fracture model is numerically investigated after incorporating heterogeneous distributions of Young’s modulus, Langmuir strain constant in the vicinity of the fracture. The impact of these local heterogeneities of coal mechanical and swelling properties on the permeability evolution is explored. The transient permeability evolution during gas swelling process is investigated and the difference between the final equilibrium permeability and transient permeability is compared. With the heterogeneity assumption, a net reduction of coal permeability is achieved from the initial no-swelling state to the final equilibrium state. This net reduction of coal permeability increases with the fracture (injection) pressure and is in good agreement with laboratorial data under the unconstrained swelling conditions. Coal local heterogeneity in vicinity of fracture can therefore be the mechanism of the above mismatch.
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1. Introduction

The permeability of coal is a key attribute in determining coalbed methane production and CO₂ storage in coal seam reservoirs. Coal permeability is often determined by regular sets of fractures called cleats, with the aperture of the cleats being a key property in the magnitude of the permeability (Connell et al., 2010). The relative roles of stress level, gas pressure and composition, fracture geometry of coal and water content are intimately connected to the processes of gas sorption, transport and coal swelling/shrinkage (Liu et al., 2011a).

Significant experimental efforts have been made to investigate coal permeability and its evolution. Laboratory measured permeabilities of coal to adsorbing gasses, such as CH₄ and CO₂, are known to be lower than permeabilities to non-absorbing or lightly adsorbing gasses such as argon and nitrogen (Durucan and Edwards, 1986; Siriwardane et al., 2009; Somerton et al., 1975). Under constant total stress, permeability to adsorbing gas decreases with increasing pore pressure due to coal swelling (Chen et al., 2011; Mazumder and Wolf, 2008; Pan et al., 2010a; Robertson, 2005; Wang et al., 2010, 2011), and increases with decreasing pore pressure due to matrix shrinkage (Cui and Bustin, 2005; Harpalani and Schraufnagel, 1990; Harpalani and Chen, 1997; Seidle and Huitt, 1995). It is also impacted by the presence of water and the magnitude of water saturation (Han et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2010b). One thing in common for the above studies is that they were conducted under unconstrained boundary conditions.

A number of proposed coal permeability models have been developed to match experimental data (Cui and Bustin, 2005; Izadi et al., 2011; Liu and Rutqvist, 2010; Palmer and Mansoori, 1998; Pekot and Reeves, 2002; Seidle and Huitt, 1995; Shi and Durucan, 2004; Wang et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2008). Two assumptions are applied to these models – uniaxial strain and constant overburden or confining stress (Connell et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011a). These models have been mostly successful in matching experimental data that were conducted under stress-controlled (unconstrained)
boundary conditions. However, permeability models derived under stress-controlled condition assumption are incapable of matching experimental data, particularly for the models developed with the matchstick or cubic coal geometry. This is because matrix swelling does not affect coal permeability due to the complete separation between matrix blocks caused by through-going fracture. In this case, for a given fracture pore pressure, the swelling results in an increase of fracture spacing, rather than a change in fracture aperture (Liu and Rutqvist, 2010). However, this has not been consistent with laboratory observations that show significant coal permeability variation due to matrix swelling under constant confining stress conditions (Chen et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2010a). This behaviour remains enigmatic as the permeability of the porous coal is determined by the effective stress only.

A few studies were carried out on either improving current permeability models or explaining why permeability models developed under uniaxial strain condition are capable of matching experimental data. Connell et al. (2010) partitioned the sorption strain into bulk, pore and matrix strains in contrast to existing approaches, and derived several different forms of the permeability models for the distinct geometric and mechanical arrangements that can be encountered with laboratory testing. Liu and Rutqvist (2010) believed that in reality, matrix blocks are not completely separated from each other by fractures but connected by the coal-matrix bridges, and developed a new coal-permeability model for constant confining-stress conditions, which explicitly considers fracture-matrix interaction during coal-deformation processes based on the internal swelling stress concept. An alternative reasoning has been investigated by J. Liu et al. (2010a), considering the internal actions between coal fractures and matrix. Recently, Izadi et al. (2011) proposed a mechanistic representation of coal as a collection of unconnected cracks in an elastic swelling medium, where voids within a linear solid are surrounded by a damage zone. In the damage zone the Langmuir swelling coefficient decreases downwards from the wall and the modulus increases downwards from the wall. In the analysis, fluid pressures are applied uniformly throughout the body, so it is incapable of observing the transient permeability evolution due to coal-gas interactions during gas transport. J. Liu et al. (2011b) addressed the same phenomena from different point of view, stating that coal permeability is controlled by the switching process between local swelling and macro-swelling, and the extent of switching of coal swelling determines coal permeability is higher or lower than initial value.

However, these studies still have three limitations that need to be improved: (1) they were generally carried out on the assumption of homogeneity, where coal properties were assumed to be same throughout the whole domain; (2) permeability value is assumed to be only related to pore pressure and effective stress, so with the same pore pressure the permeability value is same; and (3) permeability is independent of time. These assumptions have been conflict with many experimental observations. For instance, Maggs (1946) investigated the feature of coal swelling, and shown that in the presence of an adsorbed film, coal swells and a weakening of the structure would result on adsorption. This phenomenon was also observed by Hsieh and Duda (1987). The effect of high-pressure CO₂ on the macromolecular structure of coal has been studied by Mirzaeian and Hall (2006), and showed that the glass transition temperature of coal decreases with CO₂ pressure significantly, indicating that high-pressure CO₂ diffuses through the coal matrix causes significant plasticization effects, and changes the macromolecular structure of coal. Similar observation was obtained by many other researchers (Larsen, 2004; Goodman et al., 2005; John, 2004; C.J. Liu et al., 2010; White et al., 2005). The thermodynamics and mechanism for this phenomenon was examined by Mirzaeian and Hall (2008). The plasticization effects of coal adsorption have been verified by the weakening of coal mechanical strength from experimental measurements (Ates and Barron, 1988; Ranjith et al., 2010; Viete and Ranjith, 2006, 2007; Wang et al., 2011). Recently, Siriwardane et al. (2009) found that permeability of adsorbing gas in coal is a function of gas exposure time.

The non-homogeneous feature of coal swelling has also been observed by other approaches (Day et al., 2008; Karacan and Okandan, 2001; Karacan, 2003, 2007) as apparent from quantitative X-ray CT imaging and from optical methods. Gibbins et al. (1999) examined the heterogeneity of coal samples by means of density separation and optical and scanning electron microscopy, and found that a high degree of heterogeneity exists between average compositions for the different density cuts within each sample, between different particles within the same density cuts and within the particles themselves. Similar work was conducted by Gathitu et al. (2009); Manovic et al. (2009) presents the microscopic observations of coals of different ranks and mineral matter contents, showing an increasing of heterogeneity with mineral matter content. Anisotropic swelling induced by chemical heterogeneity of coal was also seen (Douglas, 1984; French et al., 1993; Pone et al., 2010).

As summarized above, the real behaviours of the sorption-induced swelling/shrinkage of coal are far different from the homogeneous assumption that is generally made for theoretical permeability analysis. The effects of coal chemical heterogeneity and swelling are mutual. The heterogeneity of coal brings the non-homogeneous distribution of coal swelling strain, and meanwhile coal swelling causes the heterogeneous distribution coal physical property (e.g. Young’s modulus). In this study, it is considered that the heterogeneities of coal physical properties and swelling strain are responsible for the enigmatic behaviour of coal permeability reduction with adsorbing gas injection under unconstrained conditions. To prove this, a fully coupling numerical model is conducted to simulate the dynamic interactions between coal matrix swelling and fracture aperture alteration, and translate these interactions to transient permeability evolution. In this numerical model, swelling coefficient and Young’s modulus are assumed to vary spatially, and numerical predictions are then compared with observed magnitudes of permeability change in coal. This work is trying to explain why permeability changes with absorbing gas injection even under stress controlled conditions.

2. Theoretical evaluation of coal permeability models

2.1. General coal permeability model

It is clear that there is a relationship between porosity, permeability and the grain-size distribution in porous media. Chilingar (1964) defined this relationship as

\[ k = \frac{d_i^2 \phi^3}{72(1 - \phi)^2} \]  

(1)

where \( k \) is the permeability, \( \phi \) is porosity and \( d_i \) is the effective diameter of grains. Based on this equation, we obtain

\[ k / k_0 = \left( \frac{\phi}{\phi_0} \right)^3 \left( \frac{1 - \phi}{1 - \phi_0} \right)^2 \]  

(2)

When the porosity is much smaller than 1 (normally less than 10%), the second term of the right-hand side asymptotes to unity. This yields the cubic relationship between permeability and porosity for coal matrix
Coal porosity can be defined as a function of the effective strain \( (J. Liu et al., 2010a; 2010b) \)

\[
\frac{k}{k_0} = \left( \frac{\phi}{\phi_0} \right)^3
\]  

(3)

Coal porosity can be defined as a function of the effective strain (J. Liu et al., 2010a; 2010b)

\[
\frac{\phi}{\phi_0} = 1 + \frac{\alpha}{\phi_0} \Delta \varepsilon_e
\]  

(4)

Substituting Equations (4) into (3) gives

\[
\frac{k}{k_0} = \left[ 1 + \frac{\alpha}{\phi_0} \Delta \varepsilon_e \right]^3
\]  

(5)

where

\[
\Delta \varepsilon_e = \Delta \varepsilon_v + \frac{\Delta p}{K_s} - \Delta \varepsilon_s
\]  

(6)

or

\[
\Delta \varepsilon_e = -\frac{\Delta \sigma - \Delta p}{K}
\]  

(7)

where \( \Delta \varepsilon_e \) is defined as the incremental of total effective volumetric strain, which is the strain responsible for permeability change, \( \Delta \varepsilon_v \) is the total volumetric strain incremental, defined as \( \Delta \varepsilon_{11} + \Delta \varepsilon_{22} + \Delta \varepsilon_{33} \), \( \Delta p / K_s \) is coal compressive strain incremental, \( \Delta \varepsilon_s \) is the incremental of gas sorption-induced volumetric strain, and \( K_s \) represents the bulk modulus of coal grains.

Equations (4) and (5) are for coal porosity and permeability which are derived based on the fundamental principles of poroelasticity. They can be applied to the evolution of coal porosity and permeability under variable boundary conditions.

Coal porosity and permeability can be defined as a function of either effective strain (Eq. (6)) or effective stress (Eq. (7)). However, coal porosity and permeability models may have a variety of forms when specific conditions are imposed. Examples include:

- When the change in total stress is equal to zero, i.e. \( \Delta \sigma = 0 \), both coal porosity and permeability are independent of the total stress. Under this condition, they can be defined as a function of gas pressure only.
- Assuming coal sample is under conditions of uniaxial strain and the overburden load remains unchanged, they can also be defined as a function of gas pressure only. However, as the total volumetric strain is different from the zero total stress case, the effective volumetric strain value will be different as well, as illustrated in Eq. (6).
- When the impact of coal fractures and gas compositions is considered, coal porosity and permeability models can be linked to fracture parameters and gas concentrations.

\[
\frac{k}{k_0} = \left[ 1 + \frac{\alpha}{\phi_0} \left( \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_e - \Delta \varepsilon_s}{K_s} \right) \right]^3
\]  

Fig. 2. Illustration of discrepancy for unconstrained swelling case (Liu et al., 2011a).
2.2. Permeability evaluation for two boundary conditions

In this section, general coal permeability models are evaluated through comparing laboratorial and in-situ measurements with theoretical solutions of the two extreme cases: the unconstrained shrinkage/swelling case and the constrained case, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

We assume that matrix blocks are completely separated from each other in a coal sample. For the unconstrained model, matrix swelling does not affect coal fracture permeability, because for a given pore pressure coal matrix swelling results in swelling of the blocks alone, rather than changes in fracture aperture. The ambient effective stress also exerts no influence on matrix swelling, due to the complete separation between matrix blocks caused by through-going fractures. However, when coal sample is completely constrained from all directions, coal matrix swelling will be completely transferred to the reduction in fracture apertures. For the constrained model, the entire swelling/shrinkage strain contributes to coal permeability change provided the fractures are much more compliant than coal matrix.

Equation (5) is derived based on the poroelastic theory without the effect of fractures. Therefore, the porosity should be the matrix porosity. However, when these models are applied, the fracture porosity is actually used. Evolutions of coal permeability for both unconstrained and constrained conditions can be defined as Equations (8) and (9), respectively.

\[
\frac{k}{k_0} = \left[ 1 + \frac{\alpha}{\phi_0} \left( \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_s}{K} \right) \right]^3
\]  

(8)

\[
\frac{k}{k_0} = \left[ 1 + \frac{\alpha}{\phi_f} \left( \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_s}{K_s} \right) \right]^3
\]  

(9)

Equations (8) and (9) are used to calculate the permeability change under unconstrained and constrained conditions, respectively. The solutions of these two cases and their comparisons with typical observations are illustrated in Figs. 2–4. Many experimental studies have been performed to validate these models, and the results are consistent with the theoretical predictions.
have been conducted to measure the impact of coal swelling on permeability change with the adsorption of different gasses (Kiyama et al., 2011; Pini et al., 2009; Robertson, 2005; Siriwardane et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010), observing that even under unconstrained stress-controlled conditions the injection of adsorbing gasses reduces coal permeability at a lower gas pressure and coal permeability may rebound at a higher gas pressure. This observed switch in behaviour is presumably due to the dependence of coal swelling on the gas pressure: coal swelling diminishes at high pressures. Because all of the mentioned experimental observations were made under controlled stress conditions, they should be equal to or close to the theoretical solution under the unconstrained swelling condition. However, the fact points to the contrary, as illustrated in Fig. 2. These observations indicate that although the experiments were conducted under controlled stress conditions the experimental results are more closely related to those monitored under constant volume conditions. These discrepancies indicate the obvious drawbacks of current coal permeability models. If a coal seam gas reservoir is treated as a whole, with full lateral restraint and invariant overburden stress, its behaviour should represent components of the free swelling/shrinkage and the constant volume models. This could explain why current coal permeability models representing conditions of uniaxial strain condition can successfully match some field data.

The influence of coal matrix shrinkage on coal permeability has also been widely studied and an increase with decreasing pore pressure due to matrix shrinkage was observed (Cui and Bustin, 2005; Harpalani and Schraufnagel, 1990; Harpalani and Chen, 1997; Seidle and Huitj, 1995), as shown in Fig. 3. Similar trend has been obtained from field observations, showing that the absolute permeability of coal gas reservoirs increases significantly with continued gas drainage (Cherian et al., 2010; Clarkson et al., 2008, 2010; Sparks et al., 1995; Young et al., 1991). Comparison of field observations with both the unconstrained and constrained models is presented in Fig. 4. Because all of the in-situ observations were made under unknown conditions of the in-situ stress they should lie within the bracketing behaviours. Both Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate that coal gas reservoirs behave more closely to the constrained (constant volume) case.

The analysis above showed that current coal theoretical permeability models have so far been unsuccessful to explain the results from stress-controlled shrinkage/swelling laboratorial tests, and only some limited success has been achieved in explaining and matching in situ data. The most recent viewpoints (Izadi et al., 2011; Liu and Rutqvist, 2010) have demonstrated that the main reason for the failure is that the impact of coal matrix—fracture compartment interactions on the evolution of coal permeability has not been incorporated appropriately as most of the coal permeability models are derived based on the theory of poroelasticity.

In this work, coal permeability at the state of achieving a uniform matrix swelling/shrinkage is defined as the final equilibrium permeability, but this condition may never be achieved for real coal samples. A difference of the final equilibrium (or ultimate) permeability between an ideal homogeneous coal and a real heterogeneous coal is expected. In the following sections, a simulation model is constructed to investigate the transient permeability evolution during gas swelling process and to study the difference between the final equilibrium permeability and transient permeability, from which the possible mechanism for permeability reduction under unconstrained conditions is discovered. Based on this approach, the important non-linear responses of coal matrix to the effective stress are quantified through the incorporation of heterogeneous distributions of coal properties into complex mechanical coupling with gas transport, where swelling coefficient and modulus vary spatially relative to the fracture void.

3. A heterogeneous matrix—fracture interaction model

Over the past few years, a series of advanced modelling tools has been developed to quantify the complex coal–gas interactions (Chen et al., 2009, 2010; Connell, 2009; Connell and Detournay, 2009; Gu and Chalaturnyk, 2005, 2006; J. Liu et al., 2010a,b, 2011b; Zhang et al., 2008). The key to model the dynamic interactions between coal matrix swelling/shrinkage and fracture aperture alteration is to recover important non-linear responses of coal matrix to the effective stress. A Fully coupled approach has to be chosen to achieve this goal, from which a single set of equations (generally a large system of non-linear coupled partial differential equations) incorporating all of the relevant physics are solved simultaneously. In the following section we applied this fully coupled approach to reproduce the typical enigmatic behaviours of coal permeability evolution with gas injection under unconstrained conditions.

3.1. Numerical model implementation

In the numerical model, the interactions of the fractured coal mass is considered by assuming that cleats do not create a full separation between adjacent matrix blocks but solid rock bridges are present, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). This assumption is also adapted by other studies (Liu and Rutqvist, 2010; Izadi et al., 2011). We accommodate the role of swelling strains both over contact bridges that hold cleat faces apart and over the non-contacting span between these bridges (Walsh and Grosenbaugh, 1979; Z. Chen et al. / Journal of Natural Gas Science and Engineering 15 (2013) 38–52

Fig. 5. Numerical model for permeability change under the unconstrained boundary condition. (a) Multiple fracture compartment model (b) Single fracture compartment model.
Table 1
Parameters used in the numerical model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix porosity, %</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix permeability, m²</td>
<td>5.0 × 10⁻²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity, Pa·s</td>
<td>1.228 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus, GPa</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum volumetric gas swelling strain</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langmuir sorption constant, m³/kg</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langmuir pressure constant, MPa</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal density, kg/m³</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus softening coefficient, a</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling strain reduction factor, b</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
List of simulation scenarios for homogeneous case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation scenario</th>
<th>Fracture pressure, p_f (MPa)</th>
<th>Young’s modulus, E₀ × 10⁵ GPa</th>
<th>Langmuir strain constant, ε_L (%)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio, m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yasuhara and Elsworth, 2008). The effects of swelling act competitively over these two components: increasing cleat aperture and permeability due to swelling of the bridging contacts but reducing cleat aperture and permeability due to the swelling of the intervening free-faces. The model examines the influence of effective stress and swelling response for a rectangular crack, just like the matchstick model geometry, and a single component part removed from the array is considered. This represents the symmetry of the displacement boundary condition mid-way between flaws as shown in Fig. 5(b). The change in aperture opening due to the combined influence of coal sorption-induced swelling and effective stress change is simulated during gas transport process, from which the transient permeability evolution is obtained. The cubic relationship between permeability and fracture aperture change was chosen to calculate permeability ratio evolution.

The finite-element numerical tool Comsol Multiphysics 3.5 was used to address this issue. The model considers the following coupled processes: geomechanical deformation of coal matrix, gas flow in coal matrix, and coal matrix adsorption. The model development and implementation details can be found in our other published work (e.g. C.J. Liu et al. (2010)), so there is no need to explain again in this study. The simulation model geometry is 1.0 cm by 2.0 cm with a fracture located at the centre of the model. The length and opening of the fracture are 0.3 cm and 0.05 mm, respectively. Please be noted that the model dimension here refers to the state when the model reaches equilibrium state after applying the confining stress. For coal deformation model, the right and bottom sides are constrained in the normal direction to honour symmetry and the other two sides are stress controlled, as shown in Fig. 5(b). For the gas transport model, it is assumed that coal sample is initially saturated with gas with 0.2 MPa pressure and gas flow only happens in coal matrix (solid part Fig. 5(b)). A constant injection pressure is specified at the boundaries of fracture, but its value varies depending on the requirements of the modelling design. Number of elements is 15,468 and only triangular elements are used. To increase the accuracy of the results around the fracture, mesh density increases from the outer boundary to the fracture boundary. Input parameters for this simulation are listed in Table 1.

3.2. Performance for a homogeneous coal

For this case, coal matrix is assumed to be homogeneous, where Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are constants and the Langmuir strain constant is same throughout the whole domain. The simulation scenarios are listed in Table 2.

Typical evolution of coal permeability is shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen from it, coal permeability experiences a rapid reduction at the early stage. When the modelled time is about 2000 s, a switch in behaviour from permeability reduction to recovery is observed, after which coal permeability recovers until it reaches the final equilibrium permeability. The final equilibrium permeability is higher than the original value, which is inconsistent with laboratory observations (Cui et al., 2007; Day et al., 2008; Harpalani and Schraufnagel, 1990; Karacan, 2007; Kiyama et al., 2011; Levine, 1996; Mazumder and Wolf, 2008; Robertson, 2005; Seidle and Huitt, 1995; Wang et al., 2010, 2011). Permeability increase...
Fig. 7. Variation of both dynamic permeability and equilibrium permeability for a homogeneous coal under the unconstrained swelling condition. (a) Influence of pore pressures; (b) influence of modulus magnitudes; (c) influence of Langmuir strain constants; (d) influence of Poisson’s ratios.
with gas injection is obtained for all homogeneous cases as shown in Fig. 7. Final equilibrium permeability increases with increasing fluid pressure, Poisson’s ratio and volume swelling strain capacity, but decreases with rising Young’s Modulus. The results illustrate that the parameter values only affect the transient variation feature of permeability and the final absolute permeability value, but they have no impact on permeability change trend. In other words, permeability does not decrease no matter what coal physical property values are as long as with homogeneous assumption.

The conceptual understanding on the modelling processes is illustrated in Fig. 8. Prior to the CO2 injection, the gas pressure in the fracture is equal to that in the matrix. This state is defined as the initial equilibrium state, $p_m = p_f = p_0$, and coal permeability at this state is defined as the initial equilibrium permeability, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a). When CO2 is injected, the gas occupies the fracture and the gas pressure in the fracture reaches the injection pressure almost instantly. At this stage, the maximum imbalance between fracture pressure and matrix pressure is achieved. But the pressure imbalance diminishes gradually as the gas transports into coal matrix, consequently causes coal matrix to swell. Initially, due to the matrix—fracture interaction, matrix swelling is confined in the vicinity of the fracture voids, so the localized swelling moves towards fracture voids and closes the fracture aperture, and in turn reduces the fracture permeability, as shown in Fig. 8(b). As CO2 flow progresses, the swelling zone extends further into coal matrix, and the influence of matrix swelling on the fracture aperture weakens. As a result of the widening of the swelling zone, the fracture aperture opening starts to recovers, so is the permeability. When the imbalance between fracture pressure and matrix pressure diminishes completely, the final equilibrium state is achieved, as shown in Fig. 8(c). At this state, the fracture pressure is equal to the matrix pressure, i.e. $p_m = p_f$, where $p_m$ is the injection pressure. Coal permeability at this state is defined as the final equilibrium permeability. As coal fracture aperture increases compared with the original value, so the fracture permeability enhances after the swelling. This enhancement includes two factors: the reduction of effective stress due to pore pressure increase, and the sorption-induced fracture aperture increase.

Based on the above analysis, the final equilibrium permeability is always higher than the initial equilibrium permeability if a uniform swelling state is achieved within a coal sample. However, laboratory measurements show that coal equilibrium permeability is generally much lower than the initial equilibrium permeability in low pore pressure range, may recover but rarely exceeds the initial equilibrium permeability even at high pore pressures. This distinct discrepancy points to a conclusion that a uniform matrix swelling state is rarely achieved in real coal sample tests. Therefore, a difference between the ultimate permeability for an ideal homogeneous coal and that for a real heterogeneous coal is expected.

3.3. Performance for a heterogeneous coal

As summarized in the introduction part, adsorption and swelling processes have been shown to be heterogeneous in coal (Day et al., 2008; Karacan and Okandan, 2001; Karacan, 2003, 2007), thus characteristics for the heterogeneity may include:

1. Initial distributions of key parameters, including coal Young’s modulus ($E$), permeability ($k_0$), porosity ($f_0$), Langmuir strain constant ($\epsilon_L$), and Langmuir pressure constant ($p_L$). If any or combination of them varies spatially, coal is considered as initially heterogeneous.

2. Swelling/shrinkage dependencies of these key parameters, including coal Young’s modulus ($E$), Langmuir strain constant $\epsilon_L$, and Langmuir pressure constant $p_L$. If any or combination of them varies spatially, coal is considered as initially heterogeneous.
Cases 1–3 are for the heterogeneous coal represented by the spatial distribution of coal Young’s modulus. In all three cases, coal Young’s modulus is considered to decrease linearly from outer boundaries to the inner fracture walls, and its values at the outer boundary and fracture wall are $E_0$ and $\alpha E_0$, respectively. $\alpha$ here is defined as coal Young’s modulus softening coefficient. Langmuir strain constant is assumed as constant throughout the whole simulated domain.

As shown in Fig. 9, the dynamic permeability evolves from the initial rapid reduction, to recovery, and to a net reduction. The reason for this net reduction is that as the localization extends to the outside boundary, as shown in Fig. 8(e), coal permeability recovers, but the even distribution of effective stress induced strain is not achieved at the equilibrium state because the coal Young’s modulus is spatially related. As coal matrix is softer around the fracture walls than outside shell, more strain is expected near fracture walls. Larger deformation is expected to move toward fracture void during the constraint of surround coal media, and then is transferred to the reduction in fracture apertures, as illustrated in Fig. 8(f). Because the uniform deformation can be not reached for this case, the final equilibrium permeability is not as large as that for homogeneous case. However, whether the final permeability is higher than original value or not depends on the extent of heterogeneity, which is reflected by the value of $\alpha$ here. In general, more permeability reduction is expected when $\alpha$ is smaller.

Based on the parameters used for this model, the results show that coal equilibrium permeability decreases with increasing gas pore pressure and the Langmuir strain constants, as shown in

### Table 3

Simulation scenarios for heterogeneous case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation scenario</th>
<th>Fracture pressure $p_f$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Young’s modulus $E_0$ (GPa)</th>
<th>Langmuir strain constant $\varepsilon_L$ (%)</th>
<th>Modelling result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Fig. 9(a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Fig. 9(b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25</td>
<td>Fig. 9(c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Fig. 10(a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25</td>
<td>Fig. 10(b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Fig. 10(c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 7</td>
<td>2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10</td>
<td>1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0</td>
<td>Fig. 11(a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25</td>
<td>Fig. 11(b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 9</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0</td>
<td>Fig. 11(c)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures 9(a) and (c), and increases with increasing coal Young's modulus changes, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

3.3.3. Impacts of heterogeneous Langmuir strain constant

Cases 4–6 are for the heterogeneous coal represented by the spatial distribution of coal Young's modulus under the unconstrained swelling condition. (a) Influence of pore pressures; (b) influence of modulus ratios; (c) influence Langmuir strain constants.

Fig. 9. Variation of both dynamic permeability and final equilibrium permeability for a heterogeneous coal represented by the spatial distribution of coal Young's modulus under the unconstrained swelling condition. (a) Influence of pore pressures; (b) influence of modulus ratios; (c) influence Langmuir strain constants.

Figures 9(a) and (c), and increases with increasing coal Young's modulus changes, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

3.3.3. Impacts of heterogeneous Langmuir strain constant

Cases 4–6 are for the heterogeneous coal represented by the spatial distribution of Langmuir strain constant. This constant is considered to decrease linearly from the inner fracture walls to outer boundaries, and its values at the outer boundary and fracture wall are \( \varepsilon_L \) and \( \varepsilon_{L1} \) respectively. \( \beta \) is the newly introduced swelling strain constant reduction factor, and coal Young's modulus is assumed as constant for this scenario. Modelling results are shown in Fig. 10(a)–(c). Similar to the results of cases 1–3, the dynamic permeability of cases 4–6 also evolves from the initial rapid reduction, to recovery, and to a net reduction, but a uniform swelling within coal matrix is not achieved. When coal matrix swelling is localized near the fracture compartment, the swelling of a soft medium is constrained within a rigid outer shell. In this situation, coal sample can be considered as constrained from all directions, and coal matrix swelling is directly transferred to the closure of fracture apertures. This assumption also explains why coal matrix permeability decreases at the equilibrium state of gas transport. The results also apply to the scenarios where the equilibrium state (pore pressure is same throughout the whole domain) is not achievable.
3.3.4. Combined impact of heterogeneous Langmuir strain and Young’s modulus

Cases 7–9 are for the heterogeneous coal represented by the spatial distributions of Langmuir strain constant. For this scenario, coal Young’s modulus is considered to decrease linearly from outer boundaries to the inner fracture walls, and its values at the outer boundary and fracture wall are $E_0$ and $aE_0$, respectively. Langmuir strain constant is considered to decrease linearly from the inner fracture walls to outer boundaries, and its values at the outer boundary and fracture wall are $\varepsilon_L$, respectively. In all three cases, the dynamic permeability evolves from the initial rapid reduction, to recovery, and to a net reduction, but more permeability reduction is observed, as shown in Fig. 11(a)–(c). For instance, the maximum equilibrium permeability reduction is around 25% for cases 1–3, permeability decreases by 50% for cases 4–6, and it further decrease by as much as 72% for cases 7–9.

4. Verification with experimental data

In this section, two sets of experimental data measured under stress controlled conditions are used to verify our assumptions. The
The first experimental data comparison is based on the work of Harpalani and Chen (1997), where the confining stress was kept constant throughout the whole measurements. CH₄ was used and permeability variation with decreasing gas pressures (from 6.2 MPa to 0.62 MPa) was measured. The data for the second comparison is from the work of Lin et al. (2008). Permeability of dry composite coal core to CH₄ was measured with constant effective stress of 300 psi (2.07 MPa).

Both homogeneous and heterogeneous models are used to match two sets of data. As only very limited parameters are available in both references, only the CH₄ adsorption parameters are original from Lin et al. (2008), other parameters are given based on the information available from different studies and they are assumed to be same in both comparisons. For instance, coal matrix porosity of 5% is used (Pan and Connell, 2007). As this parameter only affects the time takes to reach the equilibrium phase, and has no impact on the final permeability value, so it is believed that the value is appropriate. The selection of Young’s modulus and matrix permeability values are based on the studies of Pan et al. (2010a) and Han et al. (2010). Because the original fracture permeability for Lin et al. (2008) is around four times higher than that of Harpalani and Chen (1997), the matrix permeability is also assumed following the similar trend, as shown in Table 4.
In the homogeneous model, constant Young’s modulus and swelling strain capacity are used. In the heterogeneous model, the same assumptions for both coal Young’s modulus and Langmuir strain constant is adapted as illustrated earlier. The Young’s modulus softening coefficient, $\alpha$, and swelling strain reduction ratio, $\beta$, are considered as variables, and their summation is kept to be 1.0. This is to reflect the interconnection of coal property and swelling strain capacity. The other parameter values used in data matching are listed in Table 4.

Gas flow in the coal matrix only is simulated, and dynamic coal fracture permeability is calculated based on the fracture opening change. For the comparisons, only the final permeability values are used. Take Fig. 12 for instance, the permeability ratio for the point with the pore pressure of 1.66 MPa is the permeability when gas flow reaches equilibrium. Numerical results as plotted in Figs. 12 and 13 show that coal permeability value with homogeneous assumption increases with increasing gas pressure, which is opposite to experimental data, so it is incapable of matching experimental data, but the heterogeneous model with the spatial distributions of both coal Young’s modulus and Langmuir strain is capable of replicating the phenomena, and matches experimental data reasonably well. Therefore, it proves that coal heterogeneity assumption adopted in this study is reasonable.

5. Conclusions

The performance of current coal permeability models was evaluated against analytical solutions for the two extreme cases of either unconstrained swelling or constrained swelling. Constrained model predictions are apparently consistent with both typical laboratory measurements and in-situ observations. However, this apparent consistency is due to the mismatch between model boundary condition assumptions (constrained) and experiment boundary condition (unconstrained). This conclusion demonstrates that current permeability models are incapable of explaining net reductions in coal permeability where swelling is unconstrained.

With the inclusion of the heterogeneous distributions of coal physical and swelling properties, a fully coupled approach was applied to investigate coal permeability response under the unconstrained swelling conditions. Based on our model results, the following major conclusions were drawn:

- Both homogeneous and heterogeneous models experience the swelling transition from local swelling to macro swelling. At the initial stage of gas injection, matrix swelling is localized within the vicinity of the fracture compartment. As the injection continues, the swelling zone is widening further into the matrix and becomes macro-swelling.
- Coal permeability experiences a rapid reduction at the early stage, a switch in behaviour from permeability reduction to recovery is observed, and coal permeability finally recovers until it reaches the final equilibrium permeability. For the homogeneous case, the final equilibrium permeability is always higher than the initial value, but the opposite is obtained for the heterogeneous case.
- With the heterogeneous distributions of coal physical and swelling properties, this numerical model matches with the experimental data reasonably well, which demonstrates that heterogeneity assumption of coal properties is reasonable in explaining the permeability reduction under unconstrained conditions.
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